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Abstract

We studied the segregation of single large intruder particles in monodisperse granular materials.

Experiments were carried out in a two-dimensional shear cell using different media and intruder

diameters, whose quotient defined a size ratio that ranges from zero to unity. When sheared, the

intruders segregated and rotated at different rates, which depended on their size ratio and depth.

We observed greater dilation around the intruders when size ratios were closer to zero, which in turn

promoted a faster segregation. However, experiments with small size ratios showed that intruder

rotation was weak and local shear rates were low. On the contrary, experiments with size ratios

close to unity resulted in strong intruder rotation, high local shear rates, and contraction below

the intruder. Therefore, an intruder with a diameter close to that of the medium also relies on

rotation to segregate. We propose that large particle segregation depends on local dilation and, to

a lesser extent, the local shear rate. These observations redefine the squeeze expulsion mechanism

[1] as two well-defined processes dependent on the size ratio and local strain rate.

I. INTRODUCTION8

Polydisperse granular materials naturally segregate according to their species’ size when9

sheared. Grain size segregation generates or favors complex phenomena such as stratification10

[2], fingering [3, 4], levees [5, 6], front bulging [7, 8] and channelization [9, 10]. Segregation11

processes affect geophysical flow characteristics [11], mixing in industrial or food processing12

[12] and landforms [13]. Large-particle segregation, in particular, is of great importance in13

helping us to comprehend debris-flow dynamics and to interpret geophysical flow deposits14

better [14]. In summary, grain segregation is key to understanding the dynamics of granular15

matter [15].16

A variety of mechanisms to segregate particles have been identified and studied [16–18].17

Specifically, the mechanisms of random fluctuating sieving, also known as kinetic sieving18

[1, 19], and squeeze expulsion have been studied recurrently [15]. Experimental observations19

and numerical simulations have described the kinetic sieving process precisely: this consists20

of small particles percolating through gaps generated by the relative movements of particle21

layers. The origin and nature of the squeeze expulsion mechanism, however, are not subject22
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to a consensus. It was defined originally by Savage and Lun [1] as imbalances in the contact23

forces applied on an individual particle which squeeze it out of its own layer into an adjacent24

one. Other authors have proposed that the mechanism results from mass continuity or a25

net flux balance [20, 21]. Therefore, a large particle will only rise if the surrounding voids26

are filled with percolating smaller particles. This assumption may hold for certain cases,27

but small particle percolation tends to be less pressure-dependent and segregation fluxes28

have been found to be asymmetric [21–23]. This segregation flux asymmetry suggests that29

a connection between the two mechanisms may not be direct or independent of the particles30

size ratio or the local particle concentration.31

Efforts to explain why large particles segregate have been particularly intense in recent32

years. Guillard et al. [24] proposed a scaling to define a segregation force. They found that33

this force was similar to a lift force and that it depended on stress distribution. However,34

Guillard et al. [24] did not address how a large intruder rises and how shear stress contributes35

to segregation. To address the question of why large particles segregate, van der Vaart et al.36

[25] proposed an analogy with the Saffman effect. They introduced a buoyancy-like force37

that depends on the size ratio to answer this question. The origin of this granular Saffman38

effect is similar to viscous drag, but in their work this drag is exerted by a granular flow.39

Recently, Staron [26] failed to observe any lift-like force under flow conditions similar to40

those described by van der Vaart et al. [25]. Staron [26] concluded that force fluctuations41

around the intruder should be responsible for large particle segregation. Resistance is higher42

towards a rigid fixed bottom, hence any force imbalance pushes the intruder upwards. An43

analogy to a plunging object was proposed by Staron [26], based on previous work by Hill44

et al. [27], to illustrate the previous sentence. The role of interparticle friction and rotation45

in particle segregation was studied by Jing et al. [28] through numerical simulations. Jing46

et al. [28] found that large particle segregation was supressed when interparticle friction and47

rotation were negligible. They proposed that the rotation of a large particle is necessary for48

its segregation.49

Particle size segregation of a single large particle has been studied at the laboratory scale.50

The work by van der Vaart et al. [23] considered large particles segregating in a simple shear51

cell, but their results focused on segregation flux asymmetry. Other studies measured lift52

and drag forces acting over intruders in granular media [29–31]. These intruders were held53

fixed or moved artificially, so no direct relation could be established between their results54
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and the segregation of a single large particle.55

To study the segregation of a large particle, we used a two-dimensional shear cell filled56

with small particles, in which one large particle (the intruder) was placed. The cell config-57

uration imposed a flow condition different from those used by Guillard et al. [24], van der58

Vaart et al. [25] and Staron [26]. In our experiments, shear was constant in depth but oscil-59

lated through time and the intruder moved freely towards the bulk free surface by the action60

of shear. Particle trajectories and velocity fields were determined using particle tracking ve-61

locimetry and interpolation routines, respectively. The strain rate tensor and its invariants62

were estimated to reveal how the granular material responded to external shear, as done in63

previous studies [31, 32]. Various intruder and medium diameters were used to shed light64

on the role of size ratio in large particle segregation.65

II. METHODS66

Experiments were carried out in a 5 mm-thick, two-dimensional, shear cell consisting of67

two parallel side-plates that rotated over axes located at their bases (Fig. 1). Cell width68

was set between W = 85 and 145 mm in ∆W = 15 mm steps. A granular material between69

the plates was sheared by their cyclic movements. Since the side plates were parallel, the70

externally imposed shear rate was independent of the depth but was periodic in time. The71

external shear rate is expressed by72

γ̇e(t) = tan θmax ω cos (ωt), (1)

73

where θmax = 15° was the plates’ maximum angle of inclination. The frequency ω = 2π/T74

was given by the period T = 19.75 s. Both parameters were fixed at those values for all the75

experiments.76

Simple shear cells or boxes have been used previously to study granular and segregation77

processes (e.g., [23, 33, 34]). Stephens and Bridgwater [34] observed that the percolation78

rates and segregation mechanisms in simple shear cells were quite similar to those found in79

annular shear cells.80

A dry granular medium made of Polyoxymethylene (POM) disks of diameter dm and81

an intruder disk of the same material, but of a different diameter di, were placed between82
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the cell’s plates and glass panels. Three different disk diameters were employed as the83

surrounding media: dm = 6, 8 and 10 mm. Only disks larger than the medium’s disk84

diameter were used as intruders: di = 10, 12, 14, 18 and 20 mm. To quantify intruder85

rotation, a red dot was drawn on the edge of the intruders circumference.86

The single intruder was initially placed in the center of the cell at a height of 4 cm,87

θ
max

W ΔW= 15 mm

dm  

di

θ

H  

A

FIG. 1. Scaled schema of the 2D shear cell setup. dm is the diameter of the disks forming the

surrounding granular medium, di is the diameter of the intruder and A represents the amplitude

generated by the cyclic movement of the plates. Bulk height H = 19 cm and maximum plate

inclination θmax = 15° were the same for all experiments. Cell width W was changed for each dm

to maintain a fixed ratio of dm/W w 9 for all experiments.
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measured from the cell bottom to the lowest point of the intruder’s circumference. The88

cell was then filled with the smaller disks up to a height of 19 cm, creating an effective89

bulk height of h = 15 cm over the intruder. This latter condition was maintained for all90

experiments.91

A. Image acquisition and particle tracking92

Experimental run-times ranged from 15 to 70 minutes. Each experiment was recorded93

using a Basler acA2000-165uc camera at 4 frames per second. The position and radius of94

every POM disk were determined using a circular Hough-transform algorithm available on95

MATLAB [35]. A particle tracking algorithm was used to correlate positions to trajecto-96

ries [36]. Particle positions rm and trajectories were used to calculate particles velocities97

um. Finally, spatial interpolation of the particles velocity at a certain time t enabled the98

calculation of the entire bulk’s velocity field u.99

B. Intruder rotation100

Red dot identification and tracking were done simultaneously to intruder tracking. The101

dot’s position rd and movement, relative to the intruder’s position, were used to estimate102

the intruder’s angular velocity Ωi = 2rd×ud/d
2
i and the angular acceleration αi = dΩi/dt.103

Since rotation had no preferential direction, we were interested in the magnitude of αi so104

its norm was considered as relevant αi = |αi|.105

A conditional probability P (wi|αi) = P (wi, αi)/P (αi) was calculated to quantify the106

occurrence of segregation and rotation. This probability was determined from a bivariate107

probability distribution function (pdf) of the time series of the intruder’s vertical velocity108

wi and angular acceleration αi. The bivariate pdf P (wi, αi) was calculated using MAT-109

LAB’s mvnpdf function [35]. The second probability distribution function, for αi alone, was110

determined using MATLAB’s pdf function.111
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C. Strain rate tensor invariants112

The strain rate tensor D = 1
2
(∇u +∇u′

) was estimated from the velocity field u. A113

tensor decomposition determined its first invariant, the dilation [37, 38]114

ID =
1

2
tr(D) =

1

2
(∇ · u), (2)

115

which is proportional to the velocity field’s divergence. The strain rate tensor’s second116

invariant was obtained from the deviatoric strain rate tensor117

IID =

(
1

2
tr(S2)

)1/2

, (3)

118

where S = −ID1+D is the deviatoric shear rate tensor. This second invariant is called the119

shear rate [39]. Both invariants were estimated from the velocity fields, which themselves120

resulted in the fields ID = f(x, z) and IID = f(x, z) for each time step.121

To analyze the local strain rate around the intruder, we evaluated ID and IID on the122

intruder’s circumference. Based on the intruder’s position and diameter, we discretized the123

intruder’s circumference in several perimeter arcs. Each arc represented a point for which the124

values of ID and IID were evaluated and extracted. This method allowed us to determine125

how dilated or sheared the bulk was around the intruder.126

III. RESULTS127

A. Vertical position128

The intruder’s position (Fig. 2) and bulk’s velocity field were the first results obtained129

from the images. Near the bottom, at the beginning of the experiment, segregation was130

considerably slower than in upper regions. The closer the intruder got to the free surface, the131

faster it moved. The intruder generally showed a non-linear, depth-dependent segregation132

rate in all the experiments.133

For all our results we used a size ratio defined as dm/di, the media diameter divided by134

the intruder diameter. This definition provided a better fit to our results and allowed us to135

contain its values within a well-defined range, i.e. between 0 and 1.136
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As shown by Figure 2, the segregation rate q ≈ wi = dz/dt increased as dm/di tended to137

0. These findings also held for experiments using larger medium diameters (dm = 8 and 10138

mm). A laddering, almost step-wise ascent, was observed in these cases, especially in the139

dm = 10 mm medium experiments.140

All the intruders demonstrated oscillatory vertical movement. Indeed, due to the plates’141

cyclic movement, the intruders moved upwards and downwards when the bulk was sheared.142

This movement could be interpreted as noise relative to an average vertical position during143

a cycle. Cyclical vertical movement was observed throughout the entire experiment and144

exhibited the same amplitude, independent of z. The magnitude of this movement did not145

change between experiments, even when different intruder diameters were used, as shown in146

Figure 2. It is important to note that the bulk media were sheared and unsheared cyclically,147

so the oscillatory vertical movement was the result of the setup.148

An exponential law z(t) ≈ aie
bit was fitted to the intruder position, as shown in Figure149

2. Initially, we tried to fit a quadratic law z(t) ≈ at2 + bt+ c, but then the segregation rate150

q ≈ dz/dt would have required a linear fit of the type at+ b, which was not the case. Based151

on the exponential fit, it was possible to collapse the results for the experiments with dm = 6152

mm (Fig. 2(b)). This analysis was done under the supposition that the ai and bi parameters153

were linear functions of size ratio, i.e. ai = ma(1 − dm/di) and bi = mb(1 − dm/di) (Fig.154

2(a) and 2(b)). The selected functions were consistent with the no segregation condition,155

when dm/di = 1. The experimental results, normalized by the fit parameters ai and bi, and156

replaced by the suggested linear fits, are shown in inset (c) of Figure 2. A good agreement157

was found though the role of ai in segregation remains unclear, other than, it was related to158

the intruder’s initial position.159

Because no kinetic sieving mechanism was observed using the 2D shear cell configuration,160

we do not show any results on the percolation of small intruders through granular media161

made of large disks. We observed that when a single smaller intruder was introduced into162

the cell, it did not percolate down through the bulk. Small disks moved erratically on top163

of the upper layer until they found lateral gaps generated by the plate roughness, which we164

considered bias. We removed these experiments from our results.165

We estimated a final segregation time tf for each experiment. This was defined as the time166

necessary for the intruder to rise from its initial position to the top layer of particles. We167

normalized time t by tf and we normalized the vertical position z by the effective bulk height168
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FIG. 2. Vertical position z as a function of time t for the intruders of di = 10, 12, 14, 18 and

20 mm in the dm = 6 mm medium experiments. The dashed lines (R) show the exponential fits

z(t) = aie
bit with their respective correlation coefficients r2 in the legend. (a) Linear fit for ai as a

function of 1− dm/di (r2 = 0.972). (b) Linear fit for bi as a function of 1− dm/di (r2 = 0.992). (c)

Experimental results collapsed, ma = 27.32 and mb = 0.0031 correspond to the fitted constants

obtained from the upper insets.

h = 150 mm. Figure 3(a) shows all the normalized experimental results. Experiments with169

size ratios close to 0 (turquoise • and �) tended to a linear ascent, hence a nearly constant170

segregation rate. By contrast, experiments with size ratios close to 1 (green � and red F)171

showed strong nonlinear behavior.172

To visualize all the experiments as a function of an averaged segregation rate wi, we173

defined this as the vertical distance h divided by tf . This ratio neglects the nonlinear174

behavior shown in Figure 2, so it is different from the instantaneous segregation rate q ≈ wi.175

Figure 3(b) plots wi as a function of 1 − di/dm. Experiments with size ratios close to 0176

(turquoise • and �) exhibited the fastest averaged segregation rates, whereas experiments177

with size ratios close to 1 (green � and red F) exhibited the slowest averaged segregation178

rates. Figure 3(c) shows tf as a function of 1 − dm/di. We did not observe a plateau179
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FIG. 3. (a) Normalized vertical position z/h as a function of normalized time t/tf for all experi-

ments. (b) Average vertical velocity wi = h/tf as a function of size ratio 1 − dm/di. The dashed

line (R) in (b) represents a linear fit wi = m(1 − dm/di), with m = 0.202 ms−1 (r2 = 0.81). (c)

Final times for the segregation of intruders tf as a function of size ratio 1 − dm/di. The dashed

line (R) in (c) represents a curve fit using the expression tf = a/(1 − dm/di), with a = 713.83 s

(r2 = 0.76).

for tf = f(1 − dm/di), which would have indicated a constant relationship between the180

segregation rate and the size ratio. Neither did we find a local minimum tf , which would181

have indicated a maximum segregation rate for a certain value of dm/di. Our results showed182

a sharp increase of tf when dm/di tends to 1, especially for the experiment with dm/di =183

0.833.184

B. Intruder rotation185

Intruder rotation was observed as the bulk was sheared during each cycle. In some186

experiments the intruder rotated more, especially when intruder sizes were close to those187

of the media. Rotational movement did not tend towards any particular direction, and it188

was not necessarily synchronized with plate movement. In some cases we observed that the189

intruder upwards movement occurred simultaneously with its rotation.190

Dot positions relative to the intruder’s position are shown in Figure 4. The red dot on191

the intruder’s circumference is plotted relative to the intruder position. Figure 4 shows that192

intruder rotation was highest for size ratios close to 1. For example, the di = 10 mm intruder193

surrounded by dm = 6 mm disks rotated around its center several times, which was reflected194
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FIG. 4. Dot positions relative to the intruder’s position. Top row (left to right): experiments using

a dm = 6 mm medium, with di = 10, 12, 14, 18 and 20 mm intruders. Bottom row (left to right):

experiments using a dm = 10 mm medium, with di = 12, 14, 18 and 20 mm intruders.

by the fact that the red dot’s trajectory drew a complete circumference (Fig. 4 - top row,195

left-hand panel). Whereas smaller intruders completed several revolutions, larger intruders196

sometimes could not even complete one. A di = 20 mm intruder surrounded by dm = 6197

mm disks barely rotated. In this case the red dot was never oriented downwards or to the198

left of the intruder’s center (Fig. 4 - top row, right-hand panel). Experiments using the199

dm = 10 mm intruder showed the same tendency with one difference. In comparison, the200

same di = 20 mm intruder dot covered more of the circumference: hence this behavior was201

size-ratio dependent. These results indicated that in experiments with dm/di closer to 1,202

segregation relied much more on rotation. The less active rotation observed in experiments203

with dm/di < 0.5 suggested that they relied on other mechanisms to segregate.204

We tracked these dots through time to measure rotation magnitudes. As explained in205

§II B we estimated the intruder’s angular velocity ωi and angular acceleration αi. Figure 5206

shows that both ωi and αi were slightly correlated to vertical velocity wi = dz/dt which ap-207

proximates to the segregation rate q (Fig. 5). Another interesting feature was the increasing208

values of αi as intruders rose. This increment was especially relevant for size ratios tending209

to unity as observed in Figure 5, where we saw higher magnitudes for αi and a tendency210

for even higher αi values as the intruder approached the free surface. We suspect that the211
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higher αi values reached at the end of the experiment were a consequence of lower local212

confinement.213

FIG. 5. Left column: intruders’ angular acceleration αi (left axis - blue line) and vertical velocities

wi (right axis, different colors) as a function of time t for experiments using the dm = 6 mm

medium and intruders of diameters di = 10, 12, 14, 18 and 20 mm (size ratios dm/di = 0.6, 0.5,

0.429, 0.33 and 0.3). Right column: probability of wi given that αi, P (wi|αi). Red tones indicate a

higher probability, with a maximum value of 0.7, and blue tones indicate a lower probability, with

minimum value of 0. The continuous white line draws the mean values and the dashed white lines

draw the mean values plus and minus standard deviations.
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To illustrate the link between rotation and segregation, Figure 5 plots their conditional214

probabilities P (wi|αi). As detailed in §II B, P (wi|αi) expresses the probability that the215

intruder moved vertically upwards given that it rotated (Fig. 5 - right column). Experiments216

with dm/di > 0.4 indicate higher probabilities that the intruder segregated given that it had217

rotated. Conversely, when dm/di < 0.4, probabilities that the intruder segregated given it218

had rotated were lower. For each run, the probabilities of having a certain αi value were219

averaged and plotted (Fig. 5 - white lines over colormaps). These averages and deviations220

were calculated to highlight the magnitude differences between runs with different size ratios.221

These results confirmed that as size ratios approach to 0, intruders have lower probabilities222

of segregating given that they rotated, and their rotation was weaker than that observed for223

size ratios tending to 1.224

Figure 5 shows that, in general, αi showed greater variability for dm/di > 0.4 experiments.225

The experiment with dm/di = 0.3 displayed the highest mean values for rotation, with a226

maximum at αi ∼ 3 s−2. For the rest of the experiments, their maximum values for αi227

decreased as size ratio decreased to 0, as well as their conditional probabilities.228

C. Strain rate tensor invariants229

The first and second invariants of the strain rate tensor were calculated according to230

§II C. A field of each invariant was obtained for each experimental time step. Since we231

also knew the position of the intruder’s circumference, we extracted the values of ID and232

IID around the intruder’s circumference. As a result, the strain-rate tensor invariants IDi233

and IIDi along the intruder’s circumference can be plotted as functions of the intruder’s arc234

angle φi. This angle was measured counter-clockwise from the horizontal direction towards235

the right of the cell (3 o’clock). To represent the experimental results of IDi and IIDi, we236

took their time-averaged values over the entire experiment.237

Figure 6 shows the strain rate tensor invariants around the intruder’s circumference, us-238

ing both cartesian and polar coordinates (Fig. 6 - left and right column, respectively). In239

general, the mean values for both invariants depended on the size ratio. A second general240

observation was that IDi and IIDi were greatest on the upper half of the intruder’s cir-241

cumference, in accordance with the observed upward movement. All experiments showed242

maximum values at π/2 and minimum values at 3π/2 for both invariants. In average, greater243
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values are found on the upper half the intruder and smaller values are found on its lower244

half. These results showed that the intruder moved towards regions where IDi and IIDi245

were greater, thus to the free surface.246

Dilation IDi tended to be positive between 0 and π and negative elsewhere (contraction).247

For dm/di = 0.833, the arc where IDi > 0 is particularly narrow (between π/8 and 3π/4).248

This result suggests that for size ratios close to 1, gap formation was limited due to weak249

size heterogeneity. On the contrary, for dm/di = 0.3, IDi is positive almost anywhere around250

the intruder’s circumference. Grain movement creates dilation and segregation is enhanced.251

This grain movement resulted in faster intruder velocity, a result shown in Figure 3(b). The252

contraction measured below the intruder, explains why large particles had difficulties to253

move to the cell’s bottom.254

Shear-rate magnitudes for each experiment depended on dm/di as well. The values of255

IIDi were always positive, with its highest values observed between 0 and π, and its lo-256

cal maximum also at π/2. Surprisingly, size ratios close to 1 showed higher IIDi values.257

However, this observation was consistent with the argument that rotation and angular ac-258

celeration play a role in the segregation of large particles. Shear rate is related to angular259

deformation, which was observed experimentally by intruder rotation. The magnitudes of260

IIDi are of the same order of magnitude as the average external shear rate γ̇e = 2.67× 10−2
261

s−1 (Eq. 1). Even though all the experiments shared the same externally imposed shear rate,262

IIDi was locally distributed around the intruder’s circumference at values ranging between263

approximately 1.8×10−2 and 2×10−2 s−1 (Fig. 6). Also, the mean values of IIDi around the264

intruder’s circumference are dependent on the size ratio. These mean values show differences265

of 6× 10−3 s−1 between the experiments with size ratios of 0.833 and 0.3 (Figure 6 - red F266

and turquoise �, respectively).267

Figure 6 also presents two intermediate cases with dm/di = 0.5 for particle diameters of268

6 and 10 mm, and intruders of 12 and 20 mm, respectively. Even though the size ratios269

are the same, the values calculated for IDi and IIDi were different, with mean differences270

of 1× 10−3 and 2× 10−4 s−1, respectively. We think these differences were due to the plate271

roughness and slightly different W/dm values.272
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FIG. 6. Left column. Time-averaged strain rate-tensor invariants for dilation IDi (top row) and

shear rate IIDi (bottom row), around the intruder’s circumference φi, with the angle measured

counter-clockwise from the horizontal direction towards the right of the cell (3 o’clock). Colored

areas represent values and their standard deviation. The gray area represents contraction. Right

column. Polar plots of the same strain rate-tensor invariants for the experiments with dm = 6 (�)

and 10 (F) mm media, and di = 12 (red) and 20 (turquoise) intruders. Standard deviations were

not plotted for all experiments for visualization purposes.

D. Segregation mechanism273

Even though the squeeze expulsion mechanism was largely well-described by Savage and274

Lun [1], they provided no clear role for the particles’ size ratio. Our results in §III sug-275

gest that segregation is caused by a combination of dilation and rotation that depends on276

size ratio dm/di. Dilation was predominant for dm/di values closer to zero and segrega-277

tion rates were faster in these cases. Dilation faded as dm/di increased, but segregation278

still happened. For dm/di tending to 1, rotation and shear rate became predominant, and279

they were significant for segregation. For dm/di < 0.5, segregation rates were considerably280
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higher; thus, dilation was a much more effective sub-mechanism for segregation than rota-281

tion was. Nonetheless, rotation’s contribution for relatively smaller intruders is still key for282

their segregation.283

Two processes occur in an initially dense granular material that undergoes shear (Figure284

7 - first figure panels in both rows):285

� If dilation ID around the intruder is large enough, surrounding particles entrain below286

it. This small-particle entrainment may lift the intruder up, presumably through287

normal stress redistribution. This occurrence of entrainment does not depend solely on288

dilation. All our experiments were subjected to the same shear rate IID and effective289

bulk height h, yet segregation rates differed (Fig. 3). Therefore, the second variable290

controlling the entrainment should be dm/di. When dm/di < 0.5 it becomes easier for291

disks surrounding the intruder to entrain. For dm/di close to unity, entrainment is less292

frequent, due to weak gap generation, and the intruder usually remains in its place.293

� Shear-induced dilation redistributes forces around the intruder. As a result, the294

intruder may become interlocked with its neighbors. Normal stresses transmitted295

through the intruder’s neighbors create a force network that restrains the intruder’s296

movement. When shear continues to be applied, the interlocked particles move con-297

jointly around a pivot below them. Similarly to the first process, this rotational move-298

ment depends on dm/di. Our results indicated higher rotation, a greater probability299

P (wi|αi), and higher local shear rates IIDi for dm/di > 0.5 (Fig. 5). A size ratio close300

to 1 indicates that interlocking is likely to be occurring. It is plausible that slight size301

differences between the intruder and the medium require fewer surrounding particles302

to lock-in the intruder. However, our experiments showed that the probability of in-303

terlocking remains low. Therefore, the segregation caused by this process is slower304

and less effective than that caused by the first process.305

See Supplemental Material at [URL will be inserted by publisher] for experimental videos306

that show the segregation mechanisms. All files related to a published paper are stored as a307

single deposit and assigned a Supplemental Material URL. This URL appears in the articles308

reference list.309
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FIG. 7. Scaled schema of the segregation of a single large intruder of di = 10 (top row) and

20 (bottom row) mm under the action of an external shear rate γ̇e. Top row. Rotation-based

mechanism. The bulk medium dilates (left panel - ∆) and creates a contact network that locks-in

the intruder (middle panel). Further shear generates intruder rotation (represented by αi) around

the pivotal point C (right panel). Bottom row. Rotation-based mechanism. The bulk medium

dilates (both panels - ∆), generating gaps for particles to slide beneath (right panel - dashed

arrows). Experimental images and videos showing these mechanisms are provided as supplemental

material.

IV. CONCLUSIONS310

A two-dimensional, oscillatory shear-cell was used to study the segregation of a large311

particle intruder through a medium of smaller particles. The intruder’s position and rotation312

were measured and tracked over time. We found that the segregation rate was a non-linear313

function of time, dependent on the intruder’s depth and the size ratio dm/di. An increase314

in the size ratio decreased the segregation rate. Intruder rotation, quantified in terms of315

angular acceleration, was found to be more frequent and intense, the close the size ratio is316
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to 1. We conclude that intruder rotation is a relevant mechanism in the segregation of large317

particles, in agreement with the proposition of Jing et al. [28].318

Using a different setup and flow configuration, we found the same segregation behavior319

as that presented by several authors [22, 24, 40], large particles segregated, predominantly,320

towards regions where dilation was greater. Complementarily, we found that for size ratios321

close to 1 shear rate becomes a relevant variable for segregation. The shear-rate gradient322

causes the intruder to rotate, resulting in its segregation; thus, intruders may also segre-323

gate towards more sheared regions. Even though we did not present stress measurements,324

we presented a plausible explanation for the role of the local shear-stress gradient in the325

segregation of large particles.326

Based on the observations presented here, we have suggested a detailed description of the327

squeeze expulsion mechanism, the variables and the processes affecting it. The first process328

is strongly dependent on dilation, whereas the second depends on rotation, i.e., represented329

by the shear rate. Frustration of the rotation-based process depends on surrounding in-330

terparticle contacts, which was observed for dm/di < 0.5 where the intruder needed more331

particles in close contact to interlock. We proposed that the occurrence of these processes,332

although independent of each other, are highly dependent on the size ratio.333
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